
composite of the entire Milky Way 
ground-based images, but pasted together to look like an external view



The rotation curve for our Milky Way



Orbital speed as a function of distance 
(a “rotation curve”)

Milky Way Galaxy Solar System



Vera Rubin, 
discoverer of 
dark matter in 

galaxies



and at Palomar 
Observatory in 1965

Vera Rubin at Lowell 
Observatory...



M31, the Andromeda galaxy



M31, the Andromeda galaxy

Image credit & copyright: Jason Ware



The rotation speed of stars and gas in Andromeda, as a 
function of distance from the center

From Rubin & Ford, Astrophysical Journal, 159:379 (1970)
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Positions of 
the rotational 
velocity 
measurements

From Rubin & Ford, Astrophysical Journal, 159:379 (1970)



The rotation speed is constant well beyond the visible 
edge of the galaxy!

This indicates a large amount of unseen mass, or 
dark matter

Image credit and copyright:  V. Rubin and J. Dunlap, after M. Roberts



Rotation curves of other spiral galaxies, also showing 
the presence of dark matter



Stars and gas on the edges of spiral galaxies 
orbit much faster than they would if they only 
felt the gravity of the other stars in the galaxy

There isn’t just more mass than the starlight 
we see can account for, but that mass is 

distributed differently than the stars



Most of the mass in spiral galaxies is not 
stars (or gas, dust)

It is 80 to 90% dark matter

and that dark matter is much less 
centrally concentrated than the stars 

(and starlight) are



http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~ghezgroup/gc/pictures/orbitsMovie.shtml

The most prominent single object in the Milky Way…is 
the Black Hole at the Galactic Center

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~ghezgroup/gc/pictures/orbitsMovie.shtml


http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap121102.html

Black Hole at the center of the Milky Way: X-ray flares

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap121102.html


stars orbiting the Galactic center

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~ghezgroup/gc/

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~ghezgroup/gc/


8-year time-lapse

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap001220.html

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap001220.html


Galactic Center 
(long-

wavelength 
radio)


